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PROPOSAL2

In the heart of Africa, a movement is stirring; 
one that promises to reshape the narrative 
of a continent ripe with potential yet often 
overshadowed by the specter of its challenges.

Introduction

LeadWithYES proudly presents the 
Kenya Summit, a meticulously curated 
convergence designed to ignite a 
transformative shift in the minds of 
Africa’s future leaders - our university 
undergraduates.



The Objective
Our mission is singular yet profound: to mentor, grow, and prepare 
the next generation of African disruptors and changers. Through the 
Kenya Summit, we aim to instill a mindset geared towards innovation, 
leadership, and sustainable development, fostering the emergence of 
ambassadors for African growth and excellence.

The Delegates
Drawing on the vibrant intellect of 200 delegates from universities 
across Kenya. We are setting the stage for a groundbreaking discourse 
spanning crucial sectors such as Banking & Finance, STEM, Creatives 
& Art, Legal, Health, Entrepreneurship, International Relations, and 
Community Development & Social Sciences - the pillars upon which the 
future of any continent rests.



Our Speakers
The summit will feature an array of exceptional speakers, each a beacon 
of success and influence in their respective fields. Their stories are not 
just narratives of personal achievement but testaments to the power of 
African potential unleashed. These thought leaders will not only share 
insights but also engage in deep, meaningful interactions through 
keynote addresses and, more intimately, in breakout sessions. This 
format ensures a personal and impactful exchange of ideas, inspiring 
delegates to envision and enact change.

The Experience
Beyond the transmission of knowledge, the Kenya Summit is an 
experience - a journey towards self-discovery, empowerment, and 
enlightenment. Delegates will leave not just with information but with 
a renewed sense of purpose and the tools to contribute effectively to 
Africa’s narrative of progress.



Call to Action

Join Us in Shaping Africa’s Tomorrow 
 
Embark on a transformative journey at the LeadWithYES Kenya 
Summit. This is your moment to engage with visionary leaders, to 
be inspired by their stories, and to gain the knowledge and tools to 
become a catalyst for change. 
 
Secure Your Spot Now – Be the Change You Wish to See! 
 
Start Your Application!

 The future of Africa rests in the hands of its youth.  

Be part of the 
movement 
that drives our 
continent forward.



Or Simply Scan This QR Code 
To Begin Your Registration Process 

Steps to Apply

https://leadwithyes.org/kenya-dele-
gates-account-registration/

https://leadwithyes.org/kenya-delegates-account-registration/
https://leadwithyes.org/kenya-delegates-account-registration/
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